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Our three-step pipeline (see figure 1) takes as input a noisy spectral image
in addition to auxiliary features such as view-space albedo, normals and
depth. The full input is given to our spectral denoiser (SRd) which aims at
recovering color channels whereas only the noisy image is given to the
secondary MC denoiser to recover the luminance channel. Both outputs
are then encoded in YUV color space and combined to obtain denoised
chrominance and luminance.

Three-step pipeline

Spectral denoiser (SRd) design  (see figure 2)
Architecture: Our auto-encoder is mainly based on Chaitanya et al’s design
[2] using direct prediction but without the recurrent connections.
Loss function: We used the weighted combination of spatial loss
and MultiScale-SSIM proposed by [7] :𝐿 0.8 𝐿 0.2 𝐿

Contrary to the OptiX and Intel denoisers, our denoiser is able to
reconstruct color noise-free outputs but visual artifacts remain (loss of
contrast, change of material aspect, etc.). The nature of these artifacts
pointed toward a luminance reconstruction issue.

In table 1, when comparing denoised luminance with ground-truth colors
(GT.C), we obtain higher MSE with our denoiser than with the one from
Intel (1002.680 vs. 867.81).
However, our denoiser performs far better when looking at denoised
colors, with an MSE divided in half (30.204 vs. 62.454). This finding led us to
step 3 of our pipeline, which combines the denoised colors of our SRd with
the denoised luminance of the Intel denoiser.

In order to validate our assumption, we performed a two-steps experiment.
 On one hand, merging the color channel of our denoised output with the

ground truth luminance channel (GT.L), thus obtaining a denoised output
free from artifacts.

 On the other hand, merging the ground truth color channel (GT.color)
with the luminance channel of our denoised output, thus introducing the
same visual artifacts into the reference.

This approach gave us the best results and allow us to obtain results very
close to ground truth (despite some loss in the high frequencies due to
Intel’s over-blurring) as shown in the last line of table 2.

   Method MSE   PSNR   SSIM   
GT.L + Intel.C   62.454   34.946   0.999   
GT.L + SRd.C   30.204   38.101   0.999   
GT.C + Intel.L   867.81   23.518   0.828   
GT.C + SRd.L   1002.680   22.890   0.799   

Method   MSE   PSNR   SSIM   
SRd   1029.242   22.776   0.798   
Intel   921.562   23.256   0.827   

Op X   1 0133.635 12.844   0.461   
Final   900.713   23.356   0.827   

Noisy 1024 SPP Spectral denoiser (SRd) Intel denoiser (MCd) Final composition (SRd.C + MCd.L) Reference 262,144 SPP

Spectral denoiser Reference 262,144 SPPGT.L + SRd.C

To this day, spectral Monte Carlo (MC) rendering is still to
be largely adopted partially due to the specific noise,
called color noise, induced by wavelength-dependent
phenomenons.

Hundred of thousands Samples Per Pixels (SPP) are
needed to produce noise-free renderings,
thus establishing the need for fast and efficient post-
processing denoising methods.

Reference 262,144 SPP

Noisy 1024 SPP

In recent years, neural networks such as denoising auto-
encoders have proven themselves to be very effective at
reconstructing high quality images from noisy MC
renderings [1].

OptiX denoised (1024 SPP)Intel denoised (1024 SPP)

But these denoisers are ineffective when confronted with
spectral color noise and produce chromatic artifacts.

Among others, RDAE [2]
and KPCN [3] paved the
way for robust off-the-
shelf denoisers such as
NVIDIA's OptiX [4] and
Intel's Open Image Denoise
[5].
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Training and implementation
Dataset: This dataset is composed of 700 pairs of reference and noisy input
(210 for testing, 490 for training) at a resolution of 1024×768 pixels, 47
different points of view were taken from each of 4 scenes exhibiting various
light phenomena (diffraction, reflections etc.).

Spectral rendering: All images were rendered
with Omen [8], a spectral and polarized path
tracer for predictive rendering commercialized
by United Visual Researchers (UVR).

Training: The SRd denoiser in itself was implemented with Tensorflow and
Keras and trained for 500 epochs using the Adam optimizer. Inference was
performed on a NVIDIA GTX 1080 in 0.016 seconds on average for a
resolution of 720p. .

Figure 1: Three-step pipeline : (1) Spectral denoising; (2) Monte Carlo denoising; (3) 
Chrominance and luminance compositing.

Table 1: Measures of luminance/chrominance merging of results from GT and denoisers 
(Intel, SRd)

Denoised SRd

Figure 2: Spectral rendering denoiser design  (zoom from step 1 of figure 1)
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Table 2: Similarity between denoiser outputs and ground truth

We propose to train a denoising neural network on
spectral rendered noisy images in order to remove color
noise at acceptable sample rates.

We managed to obtain noise-free outputs with high-
frequency details.

Although this network is our main contribution, we also
designed a three-steps pipeline using a secondary MC
denoiser to separately reconstruct luminance.

This allows us to remove luminance artifacts in the
original output by merging reconstructed chrominance
and luminance and to obtain higher-quality results.
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